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Background – Andrew Younger
1990s
•

Cable-free electrical energy transfer in seawater (research with Technical University of Nova Scotia)

•

Flooding and siltation prediction for barrier tidal energy in the Bay of Fundy (research with Technical University of Nova Scotia)

•

Acoustic monitoring of fish using swim bladder reflections (research with Technical University of Nova Scotia)

•

•

Marine mammal monitoring oversight and engagement with fishing communities for offshore energy installations and geotechnical
work (with Fisheries and Oceans Canada)
Stakeholder engagement for spawning areas, stock assessments, and marine protected areas (research published with Fisheries
and Oceans Canada and Dalhousie University)

2000 – 2017
•

Stakeholder engagement and communications projects West Africa, Northern Canada, Atlantic Canada

•

Energy & Environment Chair – Halifax Regional Municipality

•

Minister of Energy / Minister of Environment – Province of Nova Scotia

•

Energy & Environment Committee – Council of State Governments

Current
•

Engagement, policy, and advisory consultant to companies, government, NGOs, and stakeholders including projects associated
with UNEP, IEA, Indigenous communities

•

Toolkit development, work with companies, communities, and others to identify and fill gaps in communications, government
affairs, and engagement
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Benefits of Genuine Engagement
 Identify
•
•
•
•
•

project risks
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community trust

 Incorporate
 Identify
 Assess

local knowledge

primary and secondary stakeholders

social license / community support

 Government
 Regulatory

/ Legal Requirements

certainty
Sturgeon & Weir Research - Bay of Fundy
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An Approach to Engagement

Return between phases 2 and 3 as necessary
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If you work for and eventually
lead a company, understand that
companies have multiple
stakeholders including
employees, customers, business
partners and the communities
within which they operate.
Dan Tapscott
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Multiple Stakeholders - Thoughtful Approach
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Guidelines For Starting Engagement
 Identify
 Know

potential issues in collaboration with community

what the community benefit of your project is

 Prepare
 Know
•

 Use

to answer all questions, or find the answers

your worst case scenario

That a worst case will never happen isn’t an answer

a neutral broker for engagement

 Understand

why community concerns exist

 Understand

the impact of social media on engagement

 Accept

that renewable energy isn’t automatically good for many people

 Provide

community highest level of transparency possible
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How Engagement & Advocacy is Changing
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Volunteering for
a Political Party

Contacting a
Newspaper or
Politician

Expessing Views Signing a Petition
on the Internet

Boycotting a
Product

Attending a
Public Meeting

Speaking at a
Public Meeting

Demonstration
or Protest
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If you're constantly making
business decisions on behalf of
your investors first, ultimately
you're going to wear down your
other stakeholders.
It's going to be potentially hurtful
for your employees and your
customers and the community
you do business with.
Danny Meyer
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Responding to the Changes
 Only17% of men and 13% of women are
willing to attend a public meeting (source:
Statistics Canada)
 This means engagement through direct
contact and online methods are required
 All engagement must be two-way. When
feedback is received, summaries of the
feedback should be published to ensure it
was accurately understood
 Demonstrate and explain how feedback
was incorporated or why it was rejected
 Engagement is more than a check box
 Ensure inclusion of all stakeholders
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Potential Changes With Bill C-69
 Increased

focus on planning phase of project, and use
of public engagement

 Broader

public participation requirements

 Change

from environmental assessments to impact
assessments

 Increased

emphasis on Indigenous concerns and local
knowledge

 Emphasis

on transparency

 Public

involvement in determining the scope of any
required assessment

 Project
 Sets

alternatives will have to be considered

out new rules related to work in navigable waters
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Engagement Doesn’t Stop
 Continued

engagement with the community is
mandatory (meetings, newsletters, etc)

 Identify

and address community impacts

 Make

project data publicly available wherever
possible (online is best practice)
•
•
•

Data streams
Video streams
Test results

 Ensure

community has ongoing direct contact
with project representative

 Publish

questions received and answers given
regularly
•

Improves transparency and reduces repeated questions

 Support

independent research into project and
impacts where appropriate.
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Stakeholders remain stakeholders
for the life of a project, but also
until any required remediation is
complete.
Accountability to communities is
often legal, but is certainly one of
corporate and moral
responsibility.
Andrew Younger
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Toolkit presentation is available for free
download online as of June 13, 2018. Toolkit
publication will be available in July for free
download:

www.andrewyounger.ca

